
Onederwall is the first dual pedal from Oneder Effects, featuring an all-new Oneder-flavored Muff 
circuit in Channel 1 and an updated and expanded Oneder Drive in Channel 2 called the 
Onederbolt Distortion. With Channel 1 having multiple modes and intensities and Channel 2 being 
able to go from a boost, to overdrive, to another flavor of fuzzy distortion, the Onederwall is a box 
full of endless wild gain textures and possibilities.

Requires a standard 9v center negative 2.1 barrel connector power supply (not included.) Isolated 
DC power supply recommended. No battery snap.



CONTROLS

Volume

Tone (start with
this all the way UP)

Gain

Volume

Tone

Gain

Channel 2 Bypass Channel 1 Bypass

Hi Freq Boost
Down: More Treble/Sustain

Up: Darker/Less Gain

Channel 2 Diode Toggle
Up: Op-Amp Clipping

-Down: Silicon/LED Hybrid Clipping)

Channel 1 Mode Toggle
Down: Classic Scooped

Middle: Flat Mids, More

Up: Diode Lift, Heavy Lows

Order Toggle
Right: Channel 1 First

Left: Channel 2 First



FEATURES
Channel 1 Features:
•A circuit that sits somewhere between a Ram’s Head and Russian Muff as far as gain and tone. My 
personal favorite sweet spot.
•A mode toggle that goes from classic scoop (1 bolt), flatter eq and heavier (2 bolts, my personal favorite), 
all the way to insane low end and maximum level (3 bolts, be prepared to blow out your windows.)

Channel 2 Features:
•The Onederbolt Distortion, which is essentially the Oneder Drive MKII, available for the first time ever with 
an external bright trim knob (start with this fully maxed).
•An all-new Boost switch, giving you more gain, top end, and sustain than the original Oneder Drive if you 
so choose. Toggle up for Oneder Drive MKI, toggle down for Boost. Comes in handy when stacking the two 
sides of this pedal!
•Your choice of (+) op-amp clipping (more full-range eq, more gain, capable of more fuzz-like textures at 
high gain) and (-) my unique silicon/LED hybrid clipping (more focused midrange, vintage-voiced). This 
setting sounds particularly awesome and more useful with the Boost switch activated!

Tips To Get Started:
•The order toggle usually sounds best with Channel 2 going INTO Channel 1, but the opposite can also 
yield VERY good results. If Channel 2 is last in the chain, start with the diode toggle being on + (op-amp 
clipping) and the boost switch DOWN (on). This will let the maximum amount of signal and treble come 
through so you can let the doom ensue. Also, try starting with the tone knob on Channel 2 maxed! 



WARRANTY INFO

Oneder Effects pedals are covered under warranty for materials and workmanship for
1 year after date of shipment, tied to the original owner only. Warranty is non-transferrable.
Pedals under warranty will be repaired for no charge. If a pedal is found defective within 
30 days of purchase, we will provide a shipping label. In the event of a non-warranty repair, 
the customer is responsible for the cost of parts, labor, and return shipping.

Cause of any defect or malfunction is determined at our discretion. The warranty covers
manufacturing defects as well as mechanical or electrical failure. Warranty does not
cover liquid damage, scratches and dents, use of the wrong power supply, or other forms
of misuse. 

Contact us at onedereffects@gmail.com or through a contact form on our website to initiate 
a repair. Be as thorough as you can be about your setup, power supply, and the issues you
are having with the pedal. Things happen, but we want to make sure we get it
right so you can enjoy your gear!


